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CHARACTERISTICS

A MODULAR AIM SOLUTION

• TopSky - AIM includes a complete set of interoperable components covering the full range of AIM functions
• All components are fully independent and are designed to be smoothly integrated within ANSP existing solutions

WORLDWIDE REFERENCES

19 AIM SYSTEMS DEPLOYED WORLDWIDE IN 41 COUNTRIES INCLUDING 11 IN AIXM5.1.1 + SUITABLE FOR STORING ETOD OBSTACLES

TopSky - AIM COMPONENTS

TopSky - AIM has the following high-end components:

• TopSky - AIXM: aeronautical information database management component
• TopSky - AIS: NOTAM office and flight preparation services component
• TopSky - Internet Briefing: complementary component of TopSky - AIS dedicated to the FPL submission and integrated briefing services through the Internet
• TopSky - eAIP: electronic AIP production and publication component

TopSky - AIM is fully integrated with the following third-party components:

• AIP-GIS® Charting: Comprehensive aeronautical charting component provided by our long term partner CGx AERO
• GeoTITAN®: Procedure design expert component provided by ENAC (French Civil Aviation University) and CGx AERO

TopSky - ATC integration capabilities